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official layout style guide



THANK YOU! 
Welcome to Undiscovered's Official Layout Style Guide! 
Thank you so much for offering to help out with layouts--

I really appreciate it!

style guide

Before we get started, here are some things to 
remember:

- All layouts are in .PSDs in the CollabSpace
- Save everythin on separate layers!

- These layouts are loose and use basic shapes.
- Have fun!! C:



YOU WILL NEED: 
- Photoshop CS5+ 

- Kyle Webster's "Weird Brush" 
- Stumpy Pencil V2 - 6pt

Both brushes are available for free on their websites, but you can also find them in them in the CollabSpace 
(under Library > Brushes).

Stumpy Pencil will install as a Tool, so you'll need to open Tool Presets from the Window Toolbar (with the 
brush tool selected) in order to see it!

Weird Brush
https://gumroad.com/l/GVOk

Stumpy Pencil
http://tinyurl.com/stumpypencilV2

materials



BIG & FLUFFY 
- Keep clouds on separate layers (so they can move!) 

- Remember basic shapes--these clouds are just big circles with some 
lighting and blending.

clouds & MOuntains

LONG & LOW
- Mountains are low triangles with half-moon swoops for lighting.
- Keep them very simple! They are far in the distance, and not the 

focus.
- They can stay on one layer, since they're so far away



3 TYPES 
tall triangle three triangles sticks & bones

Use a variety of little accents (one style per tree!) to 
create stylised needles. 

Keep them in groups of 1-3--use Pencil: Stumpy 6pt. 
on far away trees/smaller lines, and Weird Brush for 

bigger/closer lines.

Tree trunks get big ellipses, lines or swirls. Trunks are 
the same colour as the body of the tree, and the bark 

is the same colour of the accent.

Try to stick to these basic shapes, but variation on some--like scalloping on the bottom of the triangles, 
or more jagged edges--is fine and adds interest.

Trees



Each layer of plants is almost the entirely the same colour & value, like a silhouette, to keep the more detailed 
shapes from getting too busy.

Use a variety of blocky bush shapes and detailed plant shapes to create interest and a lush, overgrown feeling.

Plant examples include ferns, small & leafy plants, grasses, and flowers; but feel free to get a little creative! 
Just remember to stick to basic shapes, keep it loose, and have fun!

FOLIAGE



setup

PARALLAX SETUP
Each level of distance gets its own layer!

- Sky
- Clouds
- Mountains
- Ground
- 3-6 Layers of Foliage & Trees
- Foreground Foliage
- Foreground Trees

Layers will be set up in each file anyway, but in case you've moved stuff around, this is the 
general idea. If you're not sure whether or not to make a new layer, make the layer! I can 
always merge down, but separating art is more difficult.



colour

PALETTES 
Each file will have its own palette on a layer for you to pick from. 

Mountains, cloud, and sky will have set colours, and trees and plants will have a few colours to 
choose from. Atmospheric perspective is really important in these layouts, so go from the lightest 
farthest back to the darkest at the front. Lighter colours can be used for details on darker objects 

and vice-versa. 

There are five main colour schemes throughout the film, ranging from early morning to dusk. Each 
scheme has at least one layout complete in the CollabSpace if you'd like to see them in more de-

tail, but they're also attached here for your reference.



dawn morning

midday

afternoon

evening



Thank you

Thank you again for offering to help out! Your work is much appreciated!

When you're done, or if you'd like some feedback before you move on, just drop 
your .PSD file into the appropriate folder in the CollabSpace (Layouts > [Name Of 
Your Shot]), and then let me know it's there through one of the means of contact 

below.

And of course, if you have any questions at all, don't hesitate to contact me!

slitze20@student.scad.edu
facebook.com/sarasansanh


